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【Extended Abstract】  

There has been a traditional view that the logic is a priori since Russell and Frege from the  

beginning of the analytic philosophy, in which the questions are free from the psychology. But  

today, we find that the logic is related to the psychology in many ways. Even the logic is related to  

different kinds of culture. I will try to explain two paradoxes, namely, the Liar’s Paradox and the  

Raven’s Paradox based on some psychological facts. 

  

The Liar’s Paradox  

So many solutions to this had been raised up since the old times.  

Simply speaking, it is such a sentence:  

The sentence is false.  

Some logicians distinguished the classes of our language, and the others thought that we should  

abandon the two value principle or forbid the self reference. However, it isn’t work if we rewrite 

it: 

 

1. The 2rd sentence is true.  

2. The 1th sentence is false.  

 

But there is a basic rule for people’s mind, that is  

 

We can’t judge two things at the same time point.  

 

So, rigidly speaking, it can be:  

 

3. The 4rd sentence is true at T1  

4. The 3th sentence is false at T2.  

5.T1=T2 is impossible  

 

Maybe such a solution is not convincible because it doesn’t meet our common sense. But this can  

be explained as an illusion. It is necessary to point out that why we will feel puzzled; anyway, we  

always ignore things related to the time when we judge a proposition’s truth.  

 

As we all know, we consider any sentences word by word in an active way, in which every word or  



phrase will leave an impression in our mind. We didn’t judge the sentence at once as a whole; we  

just combine much empirical stuff to get a whole idea, as Hume pointed out. However, when we  

are asked whether the sentence is true or false, we have to consider it from the appearance, 

which is quite statically.  

 

In fact, our concept of the ‘time point’ is rather subjective. It is described as a continuous feeling,  

stretching long and unbroken in our heart. So, in some special condition, there are different  

requirements of the understanding to variational time points, yet we are lazy to reverse our  

unitary mind state formed at the very beginning. So the semantic paradox is just a psychological  

puzzle in some degree: just because the different time points occurred too quickly for us to  

switch.  

 

But honestly, there is an important result if we accept such an explanation:  

There is no logic contradiction in fact; the contradictions are really contradictions only in the  

same time. Some famous people have discussed this topic, namely, is logic based on the 

psychology? At least, I know Husserl criticized it fiercely in his Logic Investigation and many other 

logicians also think so.  

 

The Raven’s Paradox  

 

Much younger than the semantic paradox, this famous paradox is raised by Karl Hempel:  

(A) All ravens are black. It is logically equivalent to  

(B) If X is a raven, then, it is black. And (B) is logically equivalent to  

(C)If X is not black, then, it is not a raven.  

How to confirm (B)?  

A1 is a raven, A1 is black.  

A2 is a raven, A2 is black.  

A3 is a raven, A3 is black.  

··· 

How to confirm(C)?  

A1 is not black, A1 is not raven.  

A2 is not black, A2 is not raven.  

A3 is not black, A3 is not raven.  

···  

In another word, everyone of you is not black, is not raven, so, you can confirm (C) .  

And (B) and (C) are logically equivalent.  

So, you can confirm (B).  

It is a logical oddity.  

Possible solutions:  

 

6.(B)and(C)are not logically equivalent.  

But we have to suffer too much,  

7. (B) and(C)are logically equivalent, but they can’t share the same confirmation.  

We have to rethink the limits of the logic using.  



8. Accept the conclusion that we can really confirm something about raven.  

It is a psychological oddity. We should explain it.  

 

I think the last is more easy to do and appealing.  

There are two kinds of objects:  

One is that can be directly given to us like the black raven.  

The other is known indirectly containing the logical connective like the things that not black.  

In psychology, our thoughts intend to capture the thing straightly, so seeing a black raven is more  

welcomed than seeing something that are not a raven.  

 

So, people are likely to consider the sentence:  

‘All X is not F’  

To  

‘All X have the property ‘not F’’  

Rather than  

‘There is no X that has the property ‘F’’  

Because the first understanding is directly given, but the second is indirectly.  

 

Once we find the thing in the first view, we usually think according to our feeling of some specific  

objects, whereas, when we obey the second view, we don’t want to find anything in order to  

confirm it. In the paradox, we should have confirmed it through the second way, but in fact, we  

all like to think in the firs way, which causes a puzzle. We should have confirmed whether ‘there  

is not a X that is F‘ rather than ’there is a X that not F’ in order to avoid our puzzle.  

 

Another fact is that we divide things simply in two opposite parts, however, the two parts are  

always different in cognition. There are much more things in the category of “not black and not  

raven” than the things belong to the opposite part. Simply listing one thing that is not black is not  

helpful at all in understanding that “all the ravens are black” because too much things are left  

together to confirm such a statement. But if we are able to see all things that are not black, than  

we will accept the conclusion more easily. The more we see, the chance of the statement’s truth  

is higher.  

 

We can just confirm it instead of proving it, because ‘all ravens are black’ is also obtained through  

the inductive way. Maybe the statement can be false, but it is useful in practice and science. The  

way we use logic in life is quite different from the theoretical. A famous experiment undertook by  

Wason is worth considering:  

 

You are shown a set of four cards placed on a table, each of which has a number on one side and  

a colored patch on the other side. The visible faces of the cards show 3, 8, red and brown. Which  

card(s) should you turn over in order to test the truth of the proposition that if a card shows an  

even number on one face, then its opposite face is red?  

 

Either of choosing 8 or brown is a right confirmation, so, it seems that the number of people who  

choose 8 is the same as that who choose brown. But according to Marcus and Rips ,the result 



are: 

 

 

 

It shows that people are more likely to think directly.  

But in another situation:  

For example, if the rule used is "If you are drinking alcohol then you must be over 18", and the  

cards have an age on one side and beverage on the other, e.g., "17", "beer", "22", "coke", most  

people have no difficulty in selecting the correct cards ("17" and "beer")and the two numbers are  

nearly the same.  

 

In logic, Modus Ponens and Modus Tollens are logical equivalent, but it reflect differently in  

particular using. It is influenced by the circumstance and the personal experience. When people  

are reasoning, they can’t get rid of their psychological habits.  

 

When we study the paradoxes, we had better allow for such a psychological way.  


